Going Global: Issues to Consider
when Expanding Internationally

Expanding overseas is exciting and challenging. This paper
outlines important issues to consider when a business wants to
move into international markets—based on Global Upside’s
decades of experience providing ﬁnance and accounting
services to clients in more than 150 countries.

When a company is ready to expand into

Here are some important issues a company

international markets, it usually means they

should consider as they begin moving into

are seeing strong demand for their products or

foreign markets.

services or they are trying to capture market
share by being ﬁrst to the market. This is typi-

WHY

cally an exciting time, as going global is often

First, be clear about the reasons for moving

the ultimate goal and validation of a brand and

into a new country. Is it due to existing

a strategy. Establishing a presence in another

in-country demand for the company’s products

country, however, is not as simple as it might

or to create demand? Is it because a single large

seem. There are important legal, ﬁnancial,

customer requires a local presence? Is it to grab

operational and organization considerations

market share and brand awareness ahead of

that are unique to each country. Knowing how

competitors entering the target market? Clarity

to navigate these issues in advance can make

about what drives a move overseas will inﬂuence

international expansion much more successful.

decisions the company must make. Strategy

Like any trip to a new destination, it helps to

would likely differ to support one large customer

have a guide to prepare for what lies ahead,

versus establishing a sales presence.

and to help avoid potential obstacles.
WHERE

Entering foreign jurisdictions is one of the

Selection of a location can be driven by a

activities that provides credence to the phrase,

number of considerations—customers, partners,

“You don’t know what you don’t know.”

market research, language, culture, and

proximity to other countries. Other

While many banks claim to have strong presence

considerations include the country’s business

in foreign markets, ﬁnding a bank with a strong

climate and political stability, i.e., ease of doing

presence in each market where you wish to do

business. Because regulations differ in each

business is often very valuable. Business and

country, deciding where the company will

currency transactions will ﬂow more smoothly

expand will deﬁne many of the legal, ﬁnancial

if a bank has a deep and broad network in any

and organization issues that will need to be

particular market.

addressed.
REVENUE
CORPORATE STRUCTURE

Where to bill from, home country or overseas,

There are a number of structuring options

in what currency, and who bills whom are some

available in overseas markets. These include:

of the questions that need to be addressed when

a branch or representative ofﬁce, subsidiary,

it comes to handling revenue from overseas

joint venture or partnership. The compliance

business. For example, the source of the invoice

requirements for each type of entity often differ

may determine whether VAT or GST tax must

substantially from country to country. There are

be collected. Accounting issues like booking and

risks and beneﬁts associated with each of these

consolidating overseas revenue, especially with

options. A partnership or joint venture might

currencies that ﬂuctuate, needs to be addressed.

accelerate your time to market, for example,
but it will also dilute your proﬁts and expose

FILINGS

you to possible conﬂicts. Some structures may

Foreign governments often require ﬁlings for

involve more costs up front but could protect you

local operations, and just as in the home

from unanticipated costs or liabilities later on.

country, there may be city, regional, and national
governmental and regulatory bodies imposing

PEOPLE

statutory or regulatory ﬁling requirements. These

Hiring employee overseas is often very different

need to be dealt with as efﬁciently as possible.

from the U.S. process. Many countries require
a formal employment contract for employees.

With all these challenges, building a business

Often, sending in a U.S. national or other

overseas is clearly a complex matter. Mistakes

non-local employee complicates matters further

made at the start can turn out to be costly

because he or she may then be subject to the

later on. Companies often plunge into a new

employment laws in multiple jurisdictions. Com-

market with a strong focus on speed and time

pensation and beneﬁt packages will need to be

to revenue. However if they do not stop to

locally competitive to attract the best talent.

consider possible future scenarios, they can
ﬁnd that their early enthusiasm may turn around

BANKING

and bite them. Years later, a decision to exit

Requirements for opening a bank account in

a market, or to sell a division or the business,

foreign countries can vary widely: in some

can be complicated by decisions made right

countries it’s simple and straightforward and

at the start. In short, proper forethought,

the minimum opening balance can be close

planning, and knowledgeable advisors can

to the local equivalent of $1; in other countries

provide valuable support when a company

a ﬁve-ﬁgure sum may be required to open a

considers international expansion.

corporate account.
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